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About us
Pyroworld is a NFT gaming, launchpad and lottery cryptocurrency with a core ethos centred 
around providing true value and multiple revenue streams to holders. Pyroworld is built to 
change the way both crypto and business is done. 

The game will provide multiple revenue streams via P2E and NFT value. The private sale 
launchpad will be the first of it’s kind, offering insurance against scams specifically for 
eligible Pyro holders, whilst every other element of the project is designed to deliver returns 
to holders.

In the year 2093, Earth has descended into a wasteland scorched by the Earth’s core. The 
greed of the world’s elite prevented us slowing down climate change - with large fossil fuel 
conglomerates choosing money over our planet’s future. This lead to a cataclysmic event 
known as ‘The Scorch’, with the Earth’s core becoming overheated and launching volcanic like 
explosions across the planet - destroying huge swathes of land, killing billions, and making 
large parts of the planet uninhabitable. The wealthy 1% now occupy the world’s only safe 
zone, continuing to live their glutinous lives like nothing ever happened, and preventing the 
99% from the same privileges. 

There is some hope though, The Scorch unwittingly gave birth to a new breed of human - 
Pyrohumans. With their newly bestowed powers, the Pyropack as they are now known, are 
banding together to take down the elite and establish equality on our planet.

Genesis 

charity work
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Pyroworld has contributed to several 
charities through donations and shall 
continue to support these and many 
other charities in line with our philosophy 
and business model.
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Pyropack
The PyroPack exist in a world desperate for change. Having forged an unlikely alliance 
through their shared hardships, the PyroPack misfits quickly began putting their special  
abilities to use, helping to fight the 99% and establish equality in the Pyroworld.

Born in a country with one of the world’s most oppressive regimes, Pyroshi 
was part of a perilous escape as a child. Having made their way to Japan, the 
group began to splinter and Pyroshi was left alone. Young, starving and with not 
another town for miles, Pyroshi had accepted her fate. This all changed when
the mythical Sensei, Tokashi Narazawa, found her coiled up in a blanket
in the forest. He took her in, raised her as his own and taught her the ways of 
the Shirai, the mythical samurai group many in society believed to be fictitious. 
Fictitious it was not, Pyroshi developed skills far beyond that of her predeces-
sor, the ability to cut portals with her Katana. She now uses her special abilities 
to help people escape from the situations she once faced as a child. 

Abandoned as a young child, Pyrokid soon found a home amongst foster parents. 
Having lost his wife soon after, Pyrokid’s foster father struggled to cope and was 
now having to take Pyrokid to work at the department of special sciences. With his 
foster father’s parenting declining with his mental state, he one day lost concentra-
tion as Pyrokid wandered into the developmental research lab. Being a young child, 
Pyrokid played with the various buttons until he accidentally turned on the temporal 
chamber, locking himself inside. Despite this procedure having never been tested on 
humans, pyrokid survived but was put into a coma in hospital for several months. 
Distraught by a second tragedy in his family, Pyrokid’s foster father lay by his 
bedside for months praying for a recovery. Until one day, he heard a voice - his son’s 
voice in his head. Initially, he believed it to be a result of his own poor mental state 
until he realised his son was communicating with him telepathically.

pyrokid - telepathy - mythical - 5*
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pyroshi - teleportation - mythical - 5*
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NFT GAMING + BUYBACK
 
 
NFT gaming creates huge utility for collectible tokens. With our unique set of characters,  
Pyroworld can create a trading card gaming experience unmatched by anyone. Step one will 
be the 1st drop of 1st edition NFT’s. Not only does this provide a cutting edge game  
opportunity, it also represents an exciting investment. 
 
Each character is released in 3 formats: Trading Card Edition, 3D Edition and Gold Edition with 
each card becoming more powerful.

Each character also comes with it’s own hero rating (1*-5*) and rarity level. These are as 
follows:

 
 

15% of every Pyroworld NFT sale goes directly to the Pyroworld buyback wallet, ensuring 
the NFT’s provide additional value to the Pyro token. 10% will also go to the charity wallet, 
ensuring Pyroworld can continue it’s mission to help those most in need.

GAMING

BUYBACK & CHARITY

rarity

legendary - Mythical 

epic - maverick

rare

common
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Brand

Cryptocurrencies have some of the most loyal supporter bases of any industry. Similarly to 
sports teams, people invest more than just money into their chosen projects. Time, effort, 
promotional videos, graphics and most importantly - an emotional attachment. 

However, the majority of cryptocurrencies are not capitalising on this and using it to transition 
into real world branding and merchandise. For example, Ethereum has over 400,000 holders but 
no merchandise store or B2C outlet.

Pyroworld sees this as a huge opportunity for both the project and investors to succeed where 
others have failed. The pyroworld brand has been specifically designed to enable a synergetic 
transition into clothing, trading cards, action figures and much more.

 

The branding element of the project will allow Pyroworld to explore further token utilities  
related to various real world sales of products. Some examples are: buying products at a 
discount using Pyro tokens, using sales revenue to buy back and burn tokens, sharing a  
percentage of sales amongst holders and donating a percentage of proceeds to charity.

A consumer driven element catering to a mainstream audience will create a gateway into  
cryptocurrency and the Pyroworld project for people that would otherwise not have known about 
it or not been interested in cryptocurrency. In turn, this will bring in new investment, increasing 
the number of holders and the value of your investment.

 

Long term sustainability plans are key to every cryptocurrency project. With a focus on how we 
can expand the Pyroworld brand into wider horizons, whilst always keeping the token and our 
community at the core of these plans, we will ensure the project can flourish long term,  
regardless of the cryptocurrency market cycles.

a gateway into cryptocurrency

A unique concept

Why is this necessary and how will it benefit holders?

Increased token utility

sustainability and long term growth
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Lottery
Token utility is key to a successful project. With our lottery element, we provide an additional 
token utility from the get-go. 

Pyroworld will operate 2 lottery draws every week: the NFT draw and the BNB draw.  
Holders are automatically entered into both draws, providing they hold a minimum amount of 
Pyro tokens - you don’t need to pay any additional costs or do anything other than check in 
our Telegram community if you’re one of the lucky winners each week.

Following the weekly PyroPack NFT drop, 3 NFT’s will be contributed to the lottery draw, 
meaning 3 lucky winners will receive the exclusive NFT’s for free. Holders will be entered 
automatically but must hold the equivalent amount of 250k Pyro tokens in their wallet to be 
eligible. This will be subject to change in the future as the Pyro price stablises and we are 
able to identify an appropriate amount based in Pyro tokens, with the community’s input.

Similarly to the NFT draw, the weekly BNB lottery draw will not require any action from 
holders other than ensuring they hold a minimum of 250k Pyro tokens. Prize money will be a 
percentage of marketing transactions from that week with 10 winners per week. We want to 
ensure the community is happy with the process of this draw so we will put aspects such as 
‘number of winners’ to a community vote following the first draw. 

bnb lottery draw

NFT lottery draw
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pyropad
The cryptocurrency space is currently rife with scams, non-committal developers and coins 
with no long term plan or use case. 

As a trusted and proven source, Pyroworld intends to use it’s reputation to provide a platform 
for reliable and quality projects. Holders of Pyro tokens will receive exclusive access to  
private sales just by staking their tokens and having the minimum required number of tokens.

We believe it’s imperative that there is a safe haven for cryptocurrency investors to place their 
money without the fear of losing it to illegitimate projects. 

Pyroworld will require developers of new projects to subject themselves to rigorous trust tests 
including: doxxing to us, audit of their contract and including a member of the Pyro team on 
their admin team to oversee operations. 

The Pyroworld team will hold onto the BNB raised from the private sales for 3-4 days after the 
project’s launch to ensure we can refund our holders in the even of foul play.

Project owners must submit their project for audit within a timeframe specified by our team.

At least one Pyroworld team member must be present on the project’s admin team. The 
Pyroworld team member will not affect decision making but will be there to oversee and get 
an insight into the project’s operations to ensure safety for our Pyro holders.

How can pyroworld ensure this?

Insurance

Audit

Admin team
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Roadmap

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

phase 5

phase 4
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• Website & Telegram launch ✓
• Social media launch ✓
• First NFT’s minted ✓
• Pyromaniac charity event ✓
• Paid marketing ✓

• Shilling competition ✓
• Partnerships ✓
• First NFT drop ✓
• First lottery draw ✓
• First charity donation ✓
• Audit ✓
• Community contests ✓
• AMA’s on major platforms

• PyroPad 1st project
• Pyroworld comic book
• Pyrowear launch
• Pyroworld Action figures
• VR/AR NFT’s
• NFT marketplace launch

• Exchange listing
• List on CMC ✓
• List on Coin Gecko ✓
• Staking vaults ✓
• NFT gaming card 1st drop ✓
• PYRO/BNB portal on website 
• Token buybacks/burns ✓

• PyroPack physical cards
• PyroFoundation launch
• Comic-Con 2022
• Pyroworld Game BETA
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TOKENOMICS
 Pyroworld applies a 12% fee to buys and 16% to sells. 1% on buys is shared with holders, 5% 
on sells. 3% is locked and automatically added to the PYRO/BNB liquidity pool, ensuring a stable 
price floor. 4% goes to marketing & development, ensuring a self-sustainable future for the 
coin, whilst 1% goes to charity donations and a further 1% goes to the lottery wallet. Lastly, 2% 
goes to the buyback wallet.

The Pyro token will also include an anti-whale max holder percentage of 1% that limits the 
maximum percentage any one wallet can hold. This removes the possibility of one holder single 
handedly driving down the token price. 
 
 
Long term, Pyorowolrd will aim to reduce taxes. With a good portion of supply being held for 
various purposes, the project will be able to sustain itself from that alone once it lists on large 
exchanges

REFLECTIONs AUTO LIQUIDITY

lottery charity

MARKETING /  
DEVELOPMENT

1% / 1% 0% / 1%

0% / 0.5%

1% / 5%

0% / 0.5%

Supply: 500,000,000

Long term goal

buy tax: 2% sell tax: 8%
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TOKEN utility
Token utility is essential for a cryptocurrency’s long term ambitions. Many launch without 
clear utility and thus are simply an investment vehicle with no inherent value. In turn, this 
lack of use case will ultimately lead to very little incentive for investors to continue holding. 
 
The Pyro token has been designed to carry a number of different utilities in order to enable 
long term sustainability. Upon launch, the lottery, charity and reflection utilities will be  
implemented, with profit sharing, launchpad and gaming coming as the project develops 
further.
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Locked. The team receives 10% of supply,
 

Locked. Marketing is king in crypto. We want to ensure we provide as much exposure as 
possible for Pyroworld and by starting with a large fund we’ll ensure sustainability and 
continued marketing.

Locked. Will be used to increase exposure for pyro via bounty campaigns.

0.8% unlocked at launch. The remaining tokens will be locked. 
 
 
Locked. Burns will be initiated once certain milestones are reached. 
 
 
Locked. These tokens will be used to provide rewards for staking pools, and for future 
endeavours related to the Pyro app. 

Team tokens

marketing

airdrop

Investors

future burns

Staking / Reserves
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TEAM

Mike - Co-founder

Manny - co-founder

natalija - nft artist

Cryptocurrency veteran, with a marketing background, that leads 
both the creative and technical elements of the project.

Business development specialist responsible for the aquisition of 
strategic partnerships and commercial business.

Experienced character artist responsible for fulfilling 
briefs for all PyroPack characters.

ky - Community manager

Cryptocurrency specialist with an acute understanding of  
social media strategies for the cryptocurrency market.
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